Bond Oversight Committee
Discussion of Prioritization Criteria for Potential Premium Reserve Allocation,
Upcoming BOC agendas, Bond Diversity Outreach Update
June 24, 2014

Agenda

Welcome
Setting Upcoming BOC Work
• Update on new Denver Plan
• Discuss Prioritization Criteria Survey Feedback
• Review Proposed BOC Agendas
• Discuss cuts from CPAC recommendations and Identify
Questions to Inform Upcoming Meetings
Bond Diversity Outreach
• Review Latest Outreach Efforts and Report to BoE

Next Steps
Optional Facility Maintenance Tour
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Denver Plan
Update on Denver Plan

• The Denver Plan is our roadmap to
achieving our vision of Every Child
Succeeds.
• The Denver Plan 2020 is built upon our
Shared Core Values and the important
work we've accomplished together.
• More than 400 school leaders, 500
teachers and 1,000 community members
have helped frame our direction.
• Thank you for supporting the feedback
sessions with your school communities!
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Denver Plan
Core Beliefs
 Every child has talent and potential.
 Our diversity is a community treasure, and equity
is the core of our mission.
 We can and will eliminate the
achievement gap.

 We must dramatically accelerate the progress
we’ve made by investing more in what is working
and embracing innovation.
 Every family deserves choice and access to high
quality schools in their neighborhood.
 Our kids need all of us—educators, families,
community partners and staff—and together, we
are Team DPS.
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Denver Plan
Goals

Overarching Goal:
Great schools in every neighborhood
By 2020, 80% of DPS students will attend a high performing school, measured by region using the
district’s school performance framework.

•

School readiness
–

•

•

Ready for college & career
–

By 2020, the four-year graduation rate for students who start with DPS in ninth grade will
increase to 90%.

–

By 2020, we will double the number of students per class who graduate college and career ready
while raising the bar (adding Science and Social Studies in addition to English and Math).

Support the whole child
–

•

By 2020, 80% of DPS third-graders will be at or above grade level in reading and writing.

By 2015, A task force, including DPS staff, community partners and city agencies focused on
providing services to DPS students, will recommend to the Board of Education a metric to
measure this goal and track progress.

Close the opportunity gap
–

By 2020, the graduation rate for African American and Latino students will increase by 25%.

–

The proficiency in reading and writing for third-grade African American and Latino students will
increase by 25%.
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Denver Plan
Strategic Focus Areas
1.

Leadership
Prioritize our efforts to attract and develop strong,
values-based leaders at all levels of our team.

2.

Teaching
Significantly increase the quality and rigor of
classroom instruction through a deep
implementation of grade-level content standards
and proven best practices for English-language
learners.

3.

Flexibility
Ensure schools are empowered through flexible,
school-based decision making, including
resource prioritization.

4.

Invest Early
Prioritize resources in the early grades (ECE-3rd
grade) to set up our youngest students for later
success.

5.

Culture
Live our Shared Core Values.
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
Prioritization Criteria Feedback Discussion
Objective: Refine prioritization criteria for 2012 BOC potential premium
reserve allocation

Key Questions in Reviewing Criteria Feedback
• What is our common frame for considering ‘priority’ as we launch into
a process of reviewing district needs?
• From a conceptual level, are there any areas where the committee
disagrees on ‘priority’?
• In discussing our priorities with different community groups, are there
any areas that would be a surprise?
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
Prioritization Criteria Feedback Discussion (2012 BOC Survey)
2008 BOC Prioritization Criteria Review
(respondents selected their top 3 criteria)
The project is necessary for the safe or efficient operation of a facility or
other capital asset to meet code compliance, health and safety or basic
infrastructure requirements
The project supports an existing commitment, leverages or enables the
opportunity to attract other financial resources to support a district priority,
or leverages resources in place to implement more cost-effectively at this…
The project is critical to the implementation of the ongoing instructional and
business reforms of the district (The Denver Plan)

The project attracts and retains students

The project enables a reduction in operating costs, thereby improving the
long-term financial health of the district.
The project represents an appropriate solution to a clearly identified and
presently existing need
The project supports the technological infrastructure and day-to-day
operations of the district
The project or process is described with sufficient specificity and detail that
the district can readily be held accountable for the proper and timely use of
the funds allocated
Funding for the project work cannot be obtained from other sources without
jeopardizing district operations
0
N = 9 survey responses

5

10
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
Prioritization Criteria Feedback Discussion (2012 BOC Survey)
2012 CPAC Criteria Review – Maintenance

2012 CPAC Criteria Review – New Capacity

(respondents selected their top 3 criteria)

(respondents selected their top 2 criteria)

Commitments: BOE
commitments, regional equity

Safe or efficient operation of a
facility
Improving the teaching and
learning environment

Supply and Demand: data
driven approach, regional
enrollment growth, forecasted
capacity utilization

Financially and environmentally
sustainable

Fiscal Responsibility: capacity
solution with the lowest
taxpayer cost

Regional equity and strengthening
the district as a whole

0

5
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2012 CPAC Criteria Review – Technology
One-time capital projects

(respondents selected their top 3 criteria)
Ability to Implement

Support the technological
infrastructure

Magnitude of Impact

Visible and real improvements to
our facilities

Alignment with Denver
Plan
0

5

10

Operational Savings
Prior Investments

N = 9 survey responses
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
Prioritization Criteria Feedback Discussion

Additional Criteria Proposals
• New schools or creating additional space at high performing schools.
• Commitments or promises made to voters about projects, whether directly or implied,
must be considered if DPS is going to maintain trust and be able to secure future funds.
• Fulfilling commitments made to communities and taxpayers when the bond was passed IF
they still are relevant and appropriate.
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N = 9 survey responses

Setting Upcoming BOC Work
Potential Upcoming BOC Agendas
Friday August 15th
• Brief Update on Summer Projects: Share new facility openings or maintenance projects that are wrapping up in time for school
opening (summer project finance update will be later in fall after all expenses are captured)
• Safety and Security Update and Needs: Update on integrated access installation, overview of the key needs that were not
addressed in 2012 CPAC and identification of any needs that have arisen since 2012
• Technology Update: Similar to the other investments, we will look at what the 2012 bond funded, what was unfunded from 2012
CPAC and any new needs
Friday September 26th
• Facility Maintenance Update and Needs: We will structure this around what the bond funded, what was unfunded from 2012
CPAC and what needs have arisen since 2012. The primary facility maintenance buckets we will use are: ADA/Code, Electrical,
Equipment, Fire Systems, Mechanical, Plumbing, Renovation, Roofing/Windows, Site Work, Water/Air Quality
Friday November 7th
• Update on New Capacity Needs: Review October SRA to discuss new new-capacity needs that have arisen
• Update Prioritization Criteria: With a deeper context in the Facility Maintenance/New Capacity/Technology needs, committee to
update their prioritization criteria for new projects
• Review latest Bond financials which will be shared with BoE

November Board Meeting
• BOC update to BOE on prioritization criteria
• Staff to present updated view into 2012 Bond Financials
Friday December 12th
• Dedicated public comment session regarding prioritization of any potential premium reserve allocation
Early January
• Staff to bring list of recommended projects that align with committee’s prioritization criteria and committee to provide feedback
Summer project tour July 15th – coincide with Northfield groundbreaking
11

Setting Upcoming BOC Work
2012 CPAC Recommendations and Unfunded Needs

We’ve heard requests from committee members to better understand
what cuts were made during the CPAC prioritization process
The following slides contain high level overviews of these cuts by
investment area
In the investment deep-dives we are planning for upcoming meetings,
we intend to present updated needs and compare that with CPAC cuts.
Today we would like for you to review these cuts and consider what other
information would be helpful in prioritizing investments
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
2012 CPAC Recommendations and Unfunded Needs - Technology

Area

Sub-Com Rec.

Revised Rec.

Allocation Change

Educational
Technology

$17.3M

$16.2M

Reduce per pupil allocation of classroom technology
from $139 to $125.

Safety & Security

$7.6M

$6.4M

Reduce secured card reader access from 107
schools to 88.

Infrastructure

$14.6M

$12.2M

Reduces funding for infrastructure refresh & identity
management. Still allows for replacement of critical
infrastructure & wireless network upgrade.

Operational
Improvement

$5.4M

$5.1M

Reduce funding for several operational projects
(assumed minor reductions in scope).

Total

$44.9M

$39.9M

Total $5.0M reduction
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Setting Upcoming BOC Work
2012 CPAC Recommendations and Unfunded Needs – Facility Management
5-Year
Identified
Needs

Sub-Com
Recommendation

Revised
Recommendation

ADA & Code

$38M

$29.6M

$29.6M

Electrical
Upgrades

$36M

$2.6M

$2.6M

Equipment

$10M

$2.5M

$2.5M

Fire Systems

$89M

$35.4M

$35.4M

$218M

$63.3M

$62.3M

Plumbing

$13M

$7.7M

$7.7M

Renovation

$95M

$26.4M

$22.6M

Roofing &
Windows

$40M

$16.5M

$16.5M

Site Work

$23M

$3.0M

$2.5M

$74M

$22.8M

$22.8M

$17M

$17.0M

$17.0M

$653M

$226.7M

$221.5M

Area

Mechanical

Water & Air
Quality
EGOS
(incremental)
Total
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Allocation Change

Reduced CAT-2 projects in Scenario C
(specifics TBD).

Revision retains Open Plan school
renovations at Cheltenham and Centennial
(identified by Instructional Leadership)

Eliminated MS Outdoor Classroom pilot

Reduced $5.3M

Setting Upcoming BOC Work
2012 CPAC Recommendations and Unfunded Needs – New School Capacity
Project

Recommendation ($ M)
CPAC

Revised

New secondary facility at Evie Dennis Campus (GVR)
New elementary facility at Dunkirk (GVR)
New secondary facility at Northfield (Stapleton)
New elementary facility at Hampden Heights
New secondary facility at Colorado Heights University for
DSST
Renovation of Byers MS for secondary use by DSST
Cole/Mitchell renovation for DSST-Cole

$21.2
$18.0
$38.5
$21.3

$21.2
$18.0
$38.5
$21.3

$13.8

$13.8

$20.0
$4.2

$20.0
$4.2

Funding for creation of shared campuses

$13.5

$13.5

Cottages for small elementary capacity expansions across
the district

$11.3

$11.3

Early education center @ Kepner

$6.3

$6.3

Early education needs in West/NW Denver

$4.5

$4.5

Capacity expansion @ Lowry (driven in part by Buckley
Annex)

$2.0

$2.0

Whiteman addition

$1.8

$1.8

Expansion cottages for ECE needs across the district

$7.0

$7.0

Crofton build-out for University Prep
Slavens build-out for E-8
TOTAL
Renovation at Florence Crittenton Academy
Replenish project scope reductions taken

$3.8
$3.4

$3.8
$3.4
$190.6
$5.0

TOTAL

$6.4
$5.0
$202.0
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Rationale

Reductions already assumed
$195.6

Setting Upcoming BOC Work
2012 BOE Modi
Project

Project Additions ($ M)
CPAC
Total
Total
Delta
Investment
Investment Bond

CPAC Investment Total
Valdez inc. open classroom
Bromwell inc. open classroom
Additional Open Classrooms
Centennial
Cheltenham
Eagleton
Kaiser
Samuels
Southmoor
Swansea inc. Open Classroom
Florence Crittenton
Sub-Total

$457M
$1.2

$5.0

$6.2

$0.1

$3.7

$3.8

$1.0
$1.9

$0.2
$5.0
$9.4

$1.3
$1.4
$3.0
$1.5
$1.8
$1.0
$18.7

$1.0
$1.9
$1.3
$1.4
$3.0
$1.5
$2.0
$6.0
$28.1 $466M

Project Reductions ($ M)
Total
CPAC
Project
Investment Investment
Fire Systems
Renovation: MDF Cooling
IT Hardware
Infrastructure
Air Cooling Solutions
Water Quality
Safety Access Control

Delta

$31.1
$3.6

$35.4
$4.8

-$4.3
-$1.2

$11.2
$24.5
$20.8
$5.9

$12.2
$25.0
$22.8
$6.4

-$1.0
-$0.5
-$2.0
-$0.5

Total

-$9.5

Before finalizing the 2012 bond investments, the Board made several modifications to the CPAC recommendations:
• The Board removed $9.5M in funding from various facility maintenance projects including Fire Systems (reduction from
$35.4M to $31.1M), Water Quality (reduction from $22.8M to $20.8M) and MDF Cooling (reduction from $4.8M to $3.6M)
• The Board increased investments by $18.7M including increases for open classroom renovations from $4.4M to $19.7M with
additional funds going to schools such as Valdez ($5M), Bromwell ($3.7M) and Samuels ($3M).
• In light of the Board’s investment increases, the total Bond increased from $457M to $466M
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Bond Diversity Outreach Update
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jul-14

Overall Program Update & Timeline
Board Resolution Update
Proposed Equitable &Inclusive Contracting Policy
Policy Oversight & Administration
Proposed Program Design
2008-2012 Bond Diversity Spend Comparison

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update
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Overall Program Update & Timeline
Current Efforts

Reviewed Current
DPS Policies &
Resolutions

June
9th
BoE Program
Update &
Policy Outline

June
30th
DPS Study
Phase I
Complete

Conduct 2014 DPS
Disparity Study

Develop Proposed
Policy / Procedures
& Implementation
Plan

Assessed City &
County of Denver
2014 Ordinance &
Disparity Study

Assessed External
Diversity &
Contracting
Programs

July
30th

Aug
8th

Draft Policy sent DPS Disparity
to BoE for
Study
review
Complete

Implemented
Interim Program
Enhancements

Aug
18th

Aug
21st

Present
proposed
Policy to BoE
for approval

BoE Final
Policy
Reading /
Vote

Sep
15th
Kick off Policy &
Program
Implementation
Phase

In Progress
BoE Session

Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update
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Program Enhancements to Date
Over the past few months and while the Disparity
Study is underway, DPS has implemented positive
reforms with the goal to improve its contracting
procedures and outreach program:
 Enhanced messaging and collaboration with prime contractors
throughout the project lifecycle
 Continued strong outreach to cultivate strong relationships
with our community partners, businesses, and advocacy
groups around the city and state
 Implemented an Open Pre-Qualification Process
 Increased Transparency - frequent program updates through
the new ‘Construction Services Diversity & Inclusion’
Newsletter
 Broader publishing of diversity spend reports
 Enhanced RFP language to encourage participation
 Improved reporting systems

Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update

DDES Ribbon Cutting
at Emily Griffith Campus

Diverse Business Participation at Emily
Griffith Campus
• DPS partnered with PCL to increase
diverse business participation
• Doubled the stated goal of 15%,
totaling over 38% of the overall
contract value. More than 47 % of
the subcontractor and supplier value
for the project.
• Conducted a job specific Open
House to attract small and diverse
business firms
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Board Resolution Update
In June 20th 2013 the Board of Education passed Resolution 3457
Supporting Equitable and Inclusive Contracting. This resolution
called for the following actions:
– Publicizing data showing work awarded to M and WBEs under the
2012 Bond program
– Determination on whether to adopt the City & County of Denver
2014 Ordinance
– Soliciting input from community stakeholder groups
– Formulate a new policy to support equity and inclusion

Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update
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Equitable &Inclusive Contracting Policy
Outline
• Proposed Policy Elements:

– Background on DPS efforts concerning diverse contracting
– Analysis of contracting disparity based upon MGT disparity study
findings in construction / construction-related services and
procurement
– Procedures to implement the proposed Equitable and Inclusive
Contracting Policy
– Provision to develop annual goals to increase M and WBE
participation
– Program Review Structure, to include a yearly program review and a
Disparity Study update no less than every 5 years
– Policy Oversight and Administration
• Governance Committee
• Inclusion of community stakeholders

Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update
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Policy Oversight & Administration
Governance Committee
Superintendent or
Designee

Chief Operating
Officer

Executive Director
Facility
Management

Jul-14

DPS General
Counsel

Executive Director
Finance

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update

Responsibilities:
•

Policy & Program
Implementation Oversight

•

Establish Aspirational Goals

•

Yearly Program Review

•

BoE Periodic Reporting

•

Compliance Procedures

•

Critical Decision-Making
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Proposed Program Design
Aspirational
Goals

Project Level
Goals

Compliance
Procedures

Program Review
Structure

Data Capture & Reporting Software Solution
Supplier/Vendor
Data Collection

Business Diversity
Outreach

Certification

Bidding,
Selection, Award

Monitoring

Supplier
Directory

Matchmaking
Support

Certification
Requirements

Prime Diversity
Plans / Intent

Project Goal
Tracking

Notifications

Certification
Reporting

Joint Ventures /
Teaming

Sub Participation,
Data Entry,
Validation, Reporting

Defined Selection
Pool

Established
Diversity Spend
Reporting Cycles

Technical
Assistance

Remedial Action
Procedure
Key:
Goals Committee - TBD: Team of internal DPS
dept. leaders and community M/WBE and nonM/WBE industry representatives that would
establish project goals
Compliance Committee - TBD: Internal DPS team
that would oversee procedures that ensure equal
opportunities and fair business practices
Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update

Governance Committee
Function

Business Diversity
Program Function
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2008-2012 Bond Diversity Spend Comparison
Architectural & Engineering

SBE / DBE
12%

M/WBE
12%

2008
Bond

SBE/DBE
17%

2008 GOB is
cumulative of a 5 year
program

2012
Bond
2012 GOB numbers
are for first 18 months
of a 4 year program.

MAJORITY
71%

M/WBE
5%

MAJORITY
83%

M/WBE
9%

SBE / DBE
38%

General Contractor

SBE / DBE
8%

MAJORITY
53%

M/WBE
8%

MAJORITY
84%

* M / WBE Total Spend: Includes total spend by MBE, WBE, and MWBE
Jul-14

Business Diversity & Outreach Program Update
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Next Steps

• Summer project bus tour planned for July 15th

• Reconvene after the summer on Friday August 15th for deeper
discussion around Safety and Security and Facility Maintenance needs
• For those who want to stay involved over the summer, Benita will be
emailing out information around project ground breakings and
openings as they are scheduled
• Will be sending out a survey regarding timing for upcoming committee
meetings
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